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Plaintiff Phunware, Inc. ("PHUN" or "Plaintiff'), by and through its undersigned attorneys, 

Cohen Milstein Sellers & Toll PLLC, and for its complaint against UBS Securities LLC ("UBS"), 

alleges upon personal knowledge, information and belief, and an investigation by counsel as 

follows: 

I. SUMMARY OF CLAIMS 

1. This case arises from Defendant UBS's scheme to manipulate PHUN's share price 

during the period of January 5, 2021 to March 15, 2023 (the "Relevant Period"). Throughout the 

Relevant Period, Defendant deliberately engaged in repeated spoofing that interfered with the 

natural forces of supply and demand, and repeatedly drove PHUN's share price downward. 

Defendant's manipulation violates Section IO(b), Rule l0b-5 and Section 9(a)(2) of the Securities 

Exchange Act of 1934, and constitutes fraud under New York state common law. 

2. PHUN is a publicly-traded technology company that was founded in 2009, at a time 

when nearly every large enterprise business was starting its digital transformation - computing 

was transitioning to the cloud, application consumption was transitioning to mobile, and software 

was transitioning to a Software as a Service ("SaaS") model. PHUN was created to focus on one 

of the largest and most strategic opportunities in information technology: to provide enterprises a 

comprehensive software program that could engage, manage, and monetize customer experiences 

over mobile devices, directly improving business results and revenues for these companies on a 

worldwide basis. 

3. PHUN is the pioneer of Multiscreen-as-a-Service ("MaaS"), a fully integrated 

enterprise cloud platform for mobile that provides companies the products, solutions, data and 

services necessary to engage, manage and monetize their mobile application portfolios and 

audiences globally at scale. 
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4. PHUN went public in December 2018. It is traded on the Nasdaq under the symbol 

PHUN. Since going public, PHUN has grown dramatically. At scale, PHUN has managed over 2 

billion Phunware IDs, created to identify unique mobile devices visible on its network of 

applications, across more than 5,000 mobile application portfolios for more than 1 billion monthly 

active devices across more than I trillion database events. PHUN's products and services have 

been used by many of the world's leading brands in virtually every industry, including PwC, Intel, 

AT&T, Cisco, CBS, Mount Sinai, NYU Langone Health, VHC Health, Marriott, Atlantis Paradise 

Island Bahamas, Lowe's, Oprah, NFL, and NASCAR. 

5. Analysts uniformly and consistently recommended PHUN to investors throughout 

the Relevant Period. All four of the firms following PHUN assigned it "Buy" ratings at all points 

during the Relevant Period, with price targets that were typically over $2 and reached as high as 

$6 - levels considerably higher than the actual prices at which PHUN traded. 1 This discrepancy 

continues to the present, with analysts' current price targets exceeding PHUN's current share price 

by over 300%. 

6. That PHUN's stock price has not followed the market's expectation is not by 

chance. Rather, it is the result, in significant part, of Defendant's spoofing. 

7. Spoofing is a form of market manipulation that, in this case, was accomplished by 

placing "Baiting Orders" in the Limit Order Book2 that are not intended to be executed and have 

no legitimate economic purpose. The purpose of these Baiting Orders is to create a false illusion 

1 One of these analysts, Taglich Brothers, has rated PHUN as a "Speculative Buy" during the 
Relevant Period. 
2 A "Limit Order Book" is an electronic list of buy and sell orders for specific securities and other 
financial instruments that is organized by price levels and lists the number of shares being bid or 
offered at each price point. The Limit Order Book reflects whether the market price for the security 
is moving upwards or downwards and is visible to every trader on the exchange. 

2 
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of market interest ( either positive or negative) that will generate a response from other market 

participants that the spoofers can use to their advantage. For example, if the goal of the spoofing 

scheme is to drive the price down, the spoofer enters Baiting Orders to sell, to create an appearance 

of a downward trending market, which will then bait other market participants into entering their 

own sell orders to minimize or avoid suffering losses. Shortly thereafter, the spoofer will place 

orders to buy, or "Executing Purchases," which are intended to be executed against the other 

market participants' sell orders at the lower artificial prices prompted by the false Baiting Orders 

to sell. Immediately after placing these Executing Purchases to buy, the spoofer then cancels all of 

the Baiting Orders to sell, which completes the profitable spoofing cycle. 

8. This scheme can be used multiple times during a trading day, and then repeated 

throughout a protracted trading period. To maximize the speed of their market access and 

execution of their trading strategies, spoofers typically utilize algorithmic trading programs 

through high-frequency trading computer systems which enable thousands of Baiting Orders to be 

placed in a matter of seconds and sometimes milliseconds. 

9. During the Relevant Period, Defendant engaged in spoofing to manipulate the price 

of PHUN shares on Nasdaq, thus creating an imbalance in the market for PHUN shares and 

inducing other market participants to buy or sell at artificial prices. In order to carry out its spoofing 

scheme, Defendant placed over 82 million Baiting Orders and purchased over 640,000 PHUN 

shares in over 1,000 executed orders at manipulated prices during the Relevant Period. 

10. PHUN sold over 34 million shares at manipulated prices as a result of Defendant's 

actions. By repeatedly and brazenly manipulating the market through its spoofing, Defendant 

directly impacted the price of PHUN's shares in the market, causing PHUN significant losses as it 

sold millions of shares of its stock at artificially depressed prices. 

3 
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II. JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

11. This Court has jurisdiction over the subject matter of this action pursuant to Section 

27 of the Exchange Act, 15 U.S.C. § 78aa and 28 U.S.C. § 1331. This Court also has jurisdiction 

over the state law claims under 28 U.S.C. § 1367 because those claims are so related to the federal 

claim that they form part of the same case or controversy. 

12. This Court has personal jurisdiction over Defendant. Defendant maintained its 

principal place of business in this District, conducted a substantial part of the events asserted in 

this complaint in this District, and directed its fraudulent activity into this market by manipulating 

PHUN stock on Nasdaq, which is located in this District. The unlawful acts committed by 

Defendant had a direct and substantial impact on the market price of PHUN shares traded in this 

District in the United States. 

13. Venue is proper in the Southern District of New York pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1391 

and Section 27 of the Exchange Act, in that many of the acts, transactions and occurrences alleged 

herein occurred in this District, and Defendant conducted business here in connection with the 

events described herein. Defendant directly or indirectly made use of the means or 

instrumentalities of interstate commerce including the mails in connection with the conduct alleged 

herein. 

III. THE PARTIES 

A. Plaintiff 

14. Plaintiff PHUN is a publicly traded company with a market capitalization of 

approximately $38 million as of the filing of this Complaint, whose shares trade in New York on 

Nasdaq. During the Relevant Period, PHUN sold over 34 million shares of its stock at depressed 

prices as a result of Defendant's illegal manipulation. 

4 
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B. Defendant3 

15. UBS Securities LLC is a Delaware limited liability company with its principal place 

of business at 1285 Avenue of the Americas, New York, New York 10019. UBS is a registered 

broker-dealer that executes securities transactions on various trading venues in the U.S. 

16. Among other regulatory actions, in 2018, UBS AG (the parent company of UBS 

Securities LLC) agreed to pay $15 million to resolve claims by the Commodity Futures Trading 

Commission ("CFTC") which found that UBS AG for at least 5 years attempted to manipulate the 

price of precious metals futures contracts by using various methods of spoofing techniques. 4 

Notably, this settlement also required UBS AG to maintain and implement training programs, 

systems, and control to detect and deter spoofing by its personnel. 

17. Similarly, in 2012, UBS AG was ordered by the CFTC to pay a $700 million 

penalty to settle charges that it manipulated certain global benchmark interest rates. Specifically, 

the CFTC found that UBS "brazenly game[d] some of the world's most important financial 

benchmarks" by, for at least six years, regularly trying to manipulate multiple benchmark interest 

rates for profit, succeeding in manipulating the official fixing of Yen LIB OR, colluding with other 

LIBOR panel banks to spread false information, and making false U.S. Dollar LIBOR and other 

submissions to protect its reputation during the global financial crisis. The CFTC concluded that 

UBS's "unlawful conduct ... undermined the integrity of the London Interbank Offered Rate 

3 Whenever reference is made to any act, device, contrivance, or scheme to manipulate PHUN 
securities by Defendant, the allegation is intended to also include the subsidiaries, affiliates, sister 
companies, agents and representatives of Defendant, whose identities and specific involvement in 
this market manipulation case are unknown to Plaintiff at this time. Only after discovery is taken 
will their identities and involvement become known. 
4 "CFTC Orders UBS to Pay $15 Million Penalty for Attempted Manipulation and Spoofing In the 
Precious Metals Futures Markets," CFTC Website (Jan. 29, 2018), available at 
https://www.cftc.gov/PressRoom/PressReleases/7683-18 (last visited July 25, 2023). 

5 
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("LIBOR"), the Euro Interbank Offered Rate ("Euribor"), the Euroyen Tokyo Interbank Offered 

Rate ("Euroyen TIBOR"), and other interest rate benchmarks."5 For the same misconduct, UBS 

AG was ordered to pay the U.K. Financial Services Authority $259 million, the Swiss Financial 

Markets Authority $64 million, and over $400 million to resolve criminal claims. 6 

18. UBS conducted continuous activity in New York, directly related to the claims in 

this action, by employing high speed algorithmic computer systems to route orders and execute 

trades of PHUN shares throughout the U.S., including in New York, on Nasdaq. 

19. The spoofing activity that forms the basis of the claims in this action may have been 

executed by Defendant for its own account, for which it acted as a dealer, or for client accounts, 

for which it acted as a broker. In either scenario, Defendant's spoofing activity is in violation of 

the federal securities laws. 

IV. PHUN'S BUSINESS 

20. PHUN helps the world's most respected brands create category-defining mobile 

experiences. PHUN helps brands define, create, launch, promote, monetize and scale their mobile 

identities as a means to anchor the consumer journey and improve brand interactions. 

21. PHUN pioneered Multiscreen-as-a-Service, a fully integrated enterprise cloud 

platform for mobile that provides companies the products, solutions, data and services necessary 

to engage, manage and monetize their mobile application portfolios and audiences globally at 

scale. 

22. This Maas platform provides the entire mobile lifecycle of applications through 

5 CFTC Website (December 19, 2012), available at 
https://www.cftc.gov/PressRoom/PressReleases/6472-12 (last visited July 25, 2023). 
6 Office of Public Affairs, USDOJ Website (Dec. 19, 2012), available at, 
https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/ub -securities-japan-co-ltd-plead-guilty-felony-wire-fraud-long
running-manipulation-libor (last visited July 25, 2023). 

6 
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one procurement relationship. PHUN' s MaaS platform allows for the licensing and creation of 

category-defining mobile experiences for customers and their application users worldwide. 

23. PHUN's products and services include cloud-based mobile software licenses, 

analytics that provide data related to application use and engagement, content management, 

marketing automation, advertising, location services, and a range of cloud-based vertical solutions 

for healthcare, retail, sports, travel, real estate, and other industries. 

24. PHUN's early business success led to an ever-growing list of industry awards, 

including being named by USA Today as an Entrepreneur of the Year Finalist in 2014, being 

named by Forbes as one of America's Most Promising Companies in both 2014 and 2015, being 

named by Deloitte as one of its Technology "Fast 500" companies from 2014-2016, and being 

named by Corporate Vision Magazine as the Best Mobile-Driven Enterprise Cloud Platform. 

25. The global business world took notice and PHUN counts among its customers many 

of the top brands in the world, including Kaiser Permanente, the Mayo Clinic, Warner Bros., NBC 

Sports, AMC, ESPN, Intel, and PwC. 

26. At scale, PHUN's platform has reached about 1 in 10 mobile devices globally, 

processing over 6 billion transactions every day. 

27. The illegal market manipulation of PHUN stock by Defendant has significantly 

impaired the ability of Plaintiff to raise funds from the public markets at valuations that reflect its 

true market value, and will continue to impact the ability of PHUN to raise such funds or obtain 

and retain customers in the future. 

V. DEFENDANT'S MANIPULATIVE SPOOFING SCHEME 

A. Spoofing Is A Form Of Market Manipulation 

28. There are three well established economic assumptions that animate securities 

7 
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markets: (i) all else being equal, increased supply decreases prices and increased demand increases 

prices; (ii) a security's share price accurately reflects the security's value at that point in time based 

on the public information available to the market; and (iii) the quotes and orders published in the 

market reflect legitimate trading interest. 

29. Spoofing is an insidious form of market manipulation that undermines the integrity 

and stability of securities markets by taking advantage of these three economic assumptions to 

artificially and illegally move the market price of a security either upwards or downwards. 

30. Specifically, a market participant, often utilizing high-frequency trading computer 

systems that operate algorithmic trading programs to maximize the speed of their market access 

and the execution of their trading strategies, creates a false illusion of excess supply or demand by 

placing Baiting Orders into a Limit Order Book that are not intended to be executed and have no 

legitimate economic purpose. These Baiting Orders are entered into the Limit Order Book to create 

an illusion of market interest intended to generate a response from other market participants to 

follow the artificial selling or buying trend that the Baiting Orders created. 

31. A legitimate trader buys when it thinks the price of a security is likely to go higher 

and sells when it thinks the price of a security will go lower. One of the tell-tale signs of a 

manipulative spoofer is a rapid reversal of trading direction-a lot of sell orders, followed by buy 

orders, followed by the cancellation of sell orders-which suggests that the original sell orders 

were not intended to be executed, but were merely a ploy to drive the price down to "buy low." 

Defendant engaged in this distinctive manipulative spoofing pattern again and again during the 

Relevant Period. 

32. Thus, if the spoofer's goal is to drive the price down, the spoofer enters Baiting 

Orders to sell, which are intended to "bait" or "trick" investors into entering their own sell orders 

8 
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to minimize or avoid suffering losses in a downward trending market. Shortly after the spoofer 

places the Baiting Orders to sell, and after those Baiting Orders have lured unsuspecting traders 

into placing their own orders, the spoofer places orders to buy, or "Executing Purchases," on the 

opposite side of the Limit Order Book. These Executing Purchases to buy are intended to be 

executed at the artificially low prices generated by the Baiting Orders to sell. Immediately after 

executing the Executing Purchases to buy in the Limit Order Book, the spoof er cancels all of the 

Baiting Orders to sell, which completes the spoofing cycle. 

33. In short, manipulative spoofing can be seen as high-speed bluffing, in which the 

spoofer deceives unsuspecting traders into transacting at artificially high or low prices. For 

example, a spoofer could place Baiting Orders to sell a big block of shares at $10, when the last 

sale was at $10.03. After other sellers rush to match the lower price, the spoofer would quickly 

pivot, cancel their sell order, and then place Executing Purchases at the $10 price they generated 

with the Baiting Order. This scheme can be used multiple times during a trading day, and then 

repeated throughout a protracted trading period, as it was here. 

34. In the SEC's "Staff Report on Algorithmic Trading in U.S. Capital Markets," dated 

August 5, 2020, the SEC discussed spoofing, describing it as "the submission and cancellation of 

buy and sell orders without the intention to trade in order to manipulate other traders" and calling 

it a "harmful strategy" employed by some high-frequency traders. The SEC further stated that 

spoofing was carried out by "strategically plac[ing] spoofing orders to create the impression of 

substantial order book imbalances in order to manipulate subsequent prices," and noted that 

"stocks targeted for spoofing had higher return volatility, lower market capitalization, lower price 

level, and lower managerial transparency." 

35. The persistence of the price impact of manipulation is well-established in the 

9 
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market microstructure literature. As Nobel prize-winning economist Professor Paul Milgrom has 

explained: "Because manipulative trades are viewed by market participants as potentially 

informed, and potentially informed trades can result in permanent price impact, manipulative 

trades can lead to permanent price impact."7 Based on an extensive review of the literature, Dr. 

Milgrom gives two reasons for why market participants cannot readily identify manipulative 

trades: First, it is highly improbable that manipulative trades can immediately be identified as 

manipulative and uninformed by market participants. For any agent in the market, the incentive to 

gather private information-and thus to become an informed trader-is directly related to the 

volume of its trades and the size of its positions. The Defendant here is among the largest market 

participants and has powerful incentives to be well-informed. Other participants would likely 

expect this, and therefore have good reason to treat their trades as potentially informed. This 

tendency of large traders to be well informed is also observed by others in the market 

microstructure literature. Second, it is also improbable that the public will eventually come to 

know which trades were manipulative and uninformed. For all these reasons and others, Professor 

Milgrom concluded, "The market microstructure literature demonstrates clearly how potentially 

informed trades can result in permanent price impact." 

B. Defendant Engaged In Manipulative Spoofing Of PHUN 

36. Trading records detailed in Exhibit 1 hereto, demonstrate that Defendant placed 

tens of millions of Baiting Orders to sell PHUN shares during the Relevant Period. 8 The spoofing 

7 Expert Report of Professor Maul Milgrom, Alaska Electrical Pension Fund v. Bank of America, 
Case No. 14-cv-7126 (JMF) ECF No. 551 (S.D.N.Y.) (Jan. 22, 2018). 
8 The data utilized by Plaintiff to support the allegations in this Complaint consist of the complete 
stream of deanonymized order book messages on the Nasdaq market, including cancellations and 
executions, provided directly by Nasdaq. As only a fraction of order flow in PHUN's shares is 
deanonymized, Plaintiff believes that additional spoofing activity is likely to be revealed through 
discovery. 
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scheme perpetrated by the Defendant was intended to, and did, drive PHUN's market price 

downward so that Defendant could purchase PHUN shares at artificially lower prices. This scheme 

was accomplished through the following three stages: 

3 7. First, Defendant flooded the markets with large quantities of Baiting Orders to sell 

during the "Baiting Period." These orders had no legitimate purpose and when placed, were not 

intended to be executed. The sole purpose for the placement of these Baiting Orders to sell was to 

deceive and mislead market participants into believing that the market price of PHUN's stock was 

moving downward. 

38. Second, shortly after the Baiting Orders to sell were placed in the Limit Order 

Book, Defendant placed its Executing Purchases on the opposite side of the Limit Order Book to 

purchase PHUN shares at the lower stock prices created by the downward manipulation of its 

Baiting Orders. 

39. Finally, immediately after the completion of its Executing Purchases to buy PHUN 

shares at the lower prices, Defendant cancelled and removed all of its Baiting Orders to sell from 

the Limit Order Book.9 

40. This spoofing pattern was repeated by Defendant multiple times a day and 

continuously throughout the Relevant Period. Defendant engaged in this distinctive spoofing 

pattern, each individually a "Spoofing Episode," again and again, many multiple times a day and 

continuously throughout the Relevant Period-and at multiples of the average trader-resulting in 

large profits. Specifically, during the Relevant Period, Defendant submitted at least 82,717,302 

shares of fictitious Baiting Orders on Nasdaq. 

9 The terms "cancel" or "cancellation" in this Complaint refer to the deletion of an order from a 
Limit Order Book, as well as a modification of an order or quote on a Limit Order Book which 
results in reduction in the volume of shares displayed in that order or quote. 

11 
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41. As it intended, Defendant's Baiting Orders led to a substantial sell-side imbalance 

in the Defendant's order flow at the time of Executing Purchases, successfully creating artificial 

selling pressure in the market and inducing other unknowing market participants to submit 

additional sell orders and artificially drive down the price of PHUN shares. 

42. As reflected in Exhibit 1, Defendant then took advantage of the artificially 

depressed price of PHUN shares it created by placing Executing Purchases to purchase a total of 

647,119 shares below the prevailing best offer prior to entry of the Baiting Orders, pocketing the 

difference. Almost immediately thereafter, Defendant then cancelled all of its fictitious Baiting 

Orders. 

43. Specifically, Defendant submitted 82,717,302 shares of Baiting Orders to sell, and 

purchased 647,119 shares in 1,021 distinct Executing Purchases at prices depressed by these 

Baiting Orders, leading to an average price decline of -7 .60% per purchase. 

44. Notably, while engaging in spoofing activity, Defendant submitted significantly 

more sell-side share orders per each Executing Purchase than for non-spoofed executed purchases. 

During the Baiting Periods, Defendant submitted new sell-side orders for a median of 19,584 

shares per Executing Purchase. During the same time window prior to non-spoofed executed 

purchases, market participants submitted a median of 4,500 shares in new sell-side orders per 

purchase. In other words, Defendant' ratio of sell-side orders per executing purchase was more 

than 4 times that of non-spoofed executed purchases. 

45. Similarly, Defendant cancelled significantly more sell-side orders than after non-

spoofed executed purchases. During the Cancellation Period following the Executing Purchases, 

Defendant cancelled a median of 19,584, or 100%, of the created volume of 19,584 sell-side shares. 

By contrast, during the same time window as the Cancellation Period following non-spoofed 

12 
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executed purchases, market participants cancelled a median of 500, or 11.11 %, of the 4,500 sell

side shares created before the purchase. In other words, Defendant's sell-side cancellation volume 

following spoofed purchases was 39 times that of non-spoofed executed purchases. 

46. In other words, when spoofing the market, Defendant injected more artificial sell-

side order flow than non-spoofed orders prior to buying shares, as measured by (1) the volume of 

sell side order flow (more than 4 times higher); (2) the cancellation of that order flow (39 times 

higher); and (3) the greater share of cancelled sell-side order flow (100% vs. 11.11 % ). 

4 7. The placement and cancellation of Baiting Orders to sell by Defendant throughout 

the Relevant Period operated as a manipulative fraud on the market. The Baiting Orders were 

intended to mislead other market participants into believing that the downward movement of 

PHUN's share price was being caused by the natural forces of supply and demand. The placement 

and cancellation of thousands of Baiting Orders by Defendant was not in furtherance of any 

legitimate purpose. Rather, these activities were intended to send false and misleading pricing 

signals to the market to trick or bait market participants into executing their own sell orders. This 

created a "pile-on" effect which drove down PHUN's share price even further, thereby enabling 

Defendant to purchase PHUN's shares at artificially manipulated lower prices. 

48. The following are examples of specific spoofing activities by Defendant during the 

Relevant Period. These examples are based on detailed deanonymized trading records from 

Nasdaq that reflect the interplay between the Baiting Orders and Executing Purchases and how 

Defendant manipulated downward the market price of PHUN shares on Nasdaq. Defendant's 

relentless and repetitive spoofing activities throughout the Relevant Period caused sustained 

declines in the market price of PHUN shares from which it did not recover during the Relevant 

Period. Exhibit I to this Complaint contains a comprehensive list of de-anonymized Spoofing 

13 
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Episodes and spoofing activity by Defendant, along with the volume and prices of Baiting Orders, 

Executing Purchases and the price impact of such spoofing activity, during the Relevant Period. 

1. Example Episode: April 27, 2021 at 09:30:35.551829 

49. On April 27, 2021 at 09:30:35.551770181, the national best bid and offer for PHUN 

stock was a bid to purchase 6 shares at a price of $1.63 per share and an offer to sell 59 shares at 

a price of $1.64 per share. 

50. From 09:30:00.528225910 to 09:30:35.551829, Defendant placed 404,486 shares 

of Baiting Orders at prices ranging from $498.00 to $1.70 per share. 10 As of 09:30:35.551829, the 

submission of these Baiting Orders left Defendant with an imbalanced order book position 

favoring the sell side among attributed Nasdaq orders. As calculated by Plaintiff, this order book 

position consisted of bids to purchase 47,285 shares at prices ranging from $0.45 per share to $1.63 

per share, and an offer to sell 404,386 shares at prices ranging from $1.70 per share to $4.28 per 

share. 

51. Between 09:30:35.551829 and 09:32:35.551829, Defendant did not sell any shares 

of PHUN in attributed Nasdaq orders, consistent with the fictitious nature of the Baiting Orders. 

52. The Baiting Orders successfully induced the entry of sell orders from other market 

participants, driving the price of PHUN shares downward. At 09:30:35.551829, Defendant took 

advantage of this artificial downward pressure and executed Executing Purchases to buy a total of 

10 The volume of Baiting Orders is the lesser of the volume of attributed sell-side orders cancelled 
by the Defendant in the two minutes after the Executing Purchase and the volume of attributed 
sell-side orders created by the Defendant in the two minutes prior to the Executing Purchase (i.e., 
the attributed sell-side orders cancelled by the Defendant within two minutes after the Executing 
Purchase whose aggregate volume was created by the Defendant within the two minutes prior to 
the Executing Purchase). The market impact of a Baiting Order is the same regardless of whether 
Defendant cancelled that specific Baiting Order or an equivalent order placed by Defendant on 
Nasdaq. For this reason, whenever prices for Baiting Orders are stated in this Complaint, those 
prices reflect the prices of orders cancelled after an Executing Purchase. 
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100 shares, at a price of $1.63 per share, which was below the prevailing best offer of $1.64 per 

share. 

53. Defendant immediately began to cancel the artificial supply injected by these 

Baiting Orders within 365 microseconds of its Executing Purchases. By 09:32:35.551829, 

Defendant had cancelled the artificial supply injected by all of its Baiting Orders, eliminating the 

artificial sell-side imbalance that it falsely conveyed and injected into the market through its 

Baiting Orders. 

54. Notably, in order to hide its spoofing activity, Defendant parked these Baiting 

Orders behind orders placed by other unsuspecting traders. For example, at 09:29:46.228947355, 

before Defendant had placed a single Baiting Order, Latour Trading LLC placed an order to sell 

100 shares at $1. 71 per share, a better price than many of the Baiting Orders placed by Defendant. 

Latour Trading LLC did not cancel that order until 09:44:12.278734518, nearly 15 minutes later, 

consistent with market making activity and demonstrating the bona fide nature of its sell order. By 

contrast, Defendant rapidly cancelled all of its Baiting Orders after purchasing PHUN shares at an 

artificially depressed price. 

5 5. Defendant sold PHUN shares both before and after this Executing Purchase, which 

enabled it to convert profits from its spoofing activity to cash regardless of whether the Executing 

Purchases established a long position in PHUN shares or were used to close out a previously 

established short position in PHUN shares. Specifically, Defendant sold 5,000 shares at a price of 

$1.65 per share at 15:59:56 on April 28, 2021, after the Executing Purchase, which would have 

generated a return of 1.226994% on its Executing Purchases at the artificially depressed price of 

$1.63 per share. Defendant also sold 40 shares at a price of $1.90 per share at 09:34:43 on April 

09, 2021, prior to the Executing Purchase, which would have generated a return of 16.56442% if 
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that sale created a short position that was closed out by the Executing Purchases at the artificially 

depressed price of $1.63 per share. 

2. Example Episode: October 26, 2021 at 09:30:04.427209 

56. On October 26, 2021 at 09:30:04.427116000, the national best bid and offer for 

PHUN stock was a bid to purchase 13 shares at a price of $6.25 per share and an offer to sell 176 

shares at a price of $6.26 per share. 

57. From 09:28:04.427209 to 09:30:04.427209, Defendant placed 13,288 shares of 

Baiting Orders at prices ranging from $300.00 to $6.75 per share. As of 09:30:04.427209, the 

submission of these Baiting Orders left Defendant with an imbalanced order book position 

favoring the sell side among attributed Nasdaq orders. As calculated by Plaintiff, this order book 

position consisted of bids to purchase 4,333 shares at prices ranging from $4.57 per share to $6.25 

per share, and an offer to sell 13,188 shares at prices ranging from $6.40 per share to $22.00 per 

share. 

58. Between 09:30:04.427209 and 09:32:04.427209, Defendant sold only 1,241 shares 

of PHUN in attributed orders, consistent with the fictitious nature of the Baiting Orders. 

59. The Baiting Orders successfully induced the entry of sell orders from other market 

participants, driving the price of PHUN shares downward. At 09:30:04.427209, Defendant took 

advantage of this artificial downward pressure and executed Executing Purchases to buy a total of 

50 shares, at a price of $6.25 per share, which was below the prevailing best offer of $6.26 per 

share. 

60. Defendant immediately began to cancel the artificial supply injected by these 

Baiting Orders within 3.592215 seconds. By 09:32:04.427209, Defendant had cancelled the 

artificial supply injected by all of its Baiting Orders, eliminating the artificial sell-side imbalance 
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it falsely conveyed and injected into the market through its Baiting Orders. 

61. Defendant sold PHUN shares both before and after this Executing Purchase, which 

enabled it to convert profits from its spoofing activity to cash regardless of whether the Executing 

Purchases established a long position in PHUN shares or were used to close out a previously 

established short position in PHUN shares. Specifically, Defendant sold 20 shares at a price of 

$6.40 per share at 09:30:21 on October 26, 2021, after the Executing Purchase, which would have 

generated a return of 2.40% on its Executing Purchases at the artificially depressed price of $6.25 

per share. Defendant also sold 500 shares at a price of $7 .15 per share at 16:00:00 on October 25, 

2021, prior to the Executing Purchase, which would have generated a return of 14.40% if that sale 

created a short position that was closed out by the Executing Purchases at the artificially depressed 

price of $6.25 per share. 

3. Example Episode: October 27, 2021 at 09:30:36.323727 

62. On October 27, 2021 at 09:30:36.297767561, the national best bid and offer for 

PHUN stock was a bid to purchase 79 shares at a price of $4.85 per share and an offer to sell 52 

shares at a price of $4.87 per share. 

63. From 09:28:36.323727 to 09:30:36.323727, Defendant placed 19,820 shares of 

Baiting Orders at prices ranging from $25.00 to $5.09 per share. As of 09:30:36.323727, the 

submission of these Baiting Orders left Defendant with an imbalanced order book position 

favoring the sell side among attributed Nasdaq orders. As calculated by Plaintiff, this order book 

position consisted of bids to purchase 60,198 shares at prices ranging from $3 .63 per share to $4.85 

per share, and an offer to sell 173,158 shares at prices ranging from $4.99 per share to $100.00 per 

share. 

64. Between 09:30:36.323727 and 09:32:36.323727, Defendant sold only 4,387 shares 
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of PHUN in attributed orders, consistent with the fictitious nature of the Baiting Orders. 

65. The Baiting Orders successfully induced the entry of sell orders from other market 

participants, driving the price of PHUN shares downward. At 09:30:36.323727, Defendant took 

advantage of this artificial downward pressure and executed Executing Purchases to buy a total of 

824 shares, at a price of $4.85 per share, which was below the prevailing best offer of $4.87 per 

share. 

66. Defendant immediately began to cancel the artificial supply injected by these 

Baiting Orders within 24.61932 seconds. By 09:32:36.323727, Defendant had cancelled the 

artificial supply injected by all of its Baiting Orders, eliminating the artificial sell-side imbalance 

it falsely conveyed and injected into the market through its Baiting Orders. 

67. Notably, in order to hide its spoofing activity, Defendant parked these Baiting 

Orders behind orders placed by other unsuspecting traders. For example, at 09:30:28.897143626, 

before Defendant had placed a single Baiting Order, Wall Street Access placed an order to sell 100 

shares at $6.01 per share, a better price than many of the Baiting Orders placed by Defendant. Wall 

Street Access did not cancel that order until 09:54:23.430989834, nearly 25 minutes later, 

consistent with market making activity and demonstrating the bona fide nature of the sell order. 

By contrast, Defendant rapidly cancelled all of its Baiting Orders after purchasing PHUN shares 

at an artificially depressed price. 

68. Defendant sold PHUN shares both before and after this Executing Purchase, which 

enabled it to convert profits from its spoofing activity to cash regardless of whether the Executing 

Purchases established a long position in PHUN shares or were used to close out a previously 

established short position in PHUN shares. Specifically, Defendant sold 100 shares at a price of 

$4.99 per share at 09:31:07 on October 27, 2021, after the Executing Purchase, which would have 
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generated a return of 2.886598% on its Executing Purchases at the artificially depressed price of 

$4.85 per share. Defendant also sold 500 shares at a price of$4.89 per share at 11 :28:44 on October 

26, 2021, prior to the Executing Purchase, which would have generated a return of 0.8247423% if 

that sale created a short position that was closed out by the Executing Purchases at the artificially 

depressed price of $4.85 per share. 

4. Example Episode: October 28, 2021 at 09:31:29.737682 

69. On October 28, 2021 at 09:31:29.737640733, the national best bid and offer for 

PHUN stock was a bid to purchase 6 shares at a price of $4.70 per share and an offer to sell 95 

shares at a price of $4. 72 per share. 

70. From 09:29:29.737682 to 09:31 :29.737682, Defendant placed 1,320,303 shares of 

Baiting Orders at prices ranging from $300.00 to $4.95 per share. As of 09:31:29.737682, the 

submission of these Baiting Orders left Defendant with an imbalanced order book position 

favoring the sell side among attributed Nasdaq orders. As calculated by Plaintiff, this order book 

position consisted of bids to purchase 537,427 shares at prices ranging from $0.02 per share to 

$4.70 per share, and an offer to sell 1,320,303 shares at prices ranging from $4.95 per share to 

$300.00 per share. 

71. Between 09:31 :29.737682 and 09:33:29.737682, Defendant did not sell any shares 

of PHUN in attributed Nasdaq orders, consistent with the fictitious nature of the Baiting Orders. 

72. The Baiting Orders successfully induced the entry of sell orders from other market 

participants, driving the price of PHUN shares downward. At 09:31 :29.737682, Defendant took 

advantage of this artificial downward pressure and executed Executing Purchases to buy a total of 

100 shares, at a price of $4. 70 per share, which was below the prevailing best offer of $4. 72 per 

share. 
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73. Defendant immediately began to cancel the artificial supply injected by these 

Baiting Orders within 399 microseconds of its Executing Purchases. By 09:33:29.737682, 

Defendant had cancelled the artificial supply injected by all of its Baiting Orders, eliminating the 

artificial sell-side imbalance that it falsely conveyed and injected into the market through its 

Baiting Orders. 

74. Defendant sold PHUN shares both before and after this Executing Purchase, which 

enabled it to convert profits from its spoofing activity to cash regardless of whether the Executing 

Purchases established a long position in PHUN shares or were used to close out a previously 

established short position in PHUN shares. Specifically, Defendant sold 882 shares at a price of 

$4.72 per share at 15:50:35 on October 28, 2021, after the Executing Purchase, which would have 

generated a return of 0.4255319% on its Executing Purchases at the artificially depressed price of 

$4.70 per share. Defendant also sold 14 shares at a price of $4.92 per share at 09:30:04 on October 

28, 2021, prior to the Executing Purchase, which would have generated a return of 4.680851 % if 

that sale created a short position that was closed out by the Executing Purchases at the artificially 

depressed price of $4. 70 per share. 

5. Example Episode: November 08, 2021 at 09:31:10.819250 

75. On November 08, 2021 at 09:31:10.819248177, the national best bid and offer for 

PHUN stock was a bid to purchase 39 shares at a price of $4.10 per share and an offer to sell 8 

shares at a price of $4.11 per share. 

76. From 09:29:10.819250 to 09:31:10.819250, Defendant placed 1,312,327 shares of 

Baiting Orders at prices ranging from $500.00 to $4.16 per share. As of 09:31: 10.819250, the 

submission of these Baiting Orders left Defendant with an imbalanced order book position 

favoring the sell side among attributed Nasdaq orders. As calculated by Plaintiff, this order book 
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position consisted of bids to purchase 294,125 shares at prices ranging from $0.02 per share to 

$4.10 per share, and an offer to sell 1,312,327 shares at prices ranging from $4.16 per share to 

$500.00 per share. 

77. Between 09:31: 10.819250 and 09:33: 10.819250, Defendant did not sell any shares 

of PHUN in attributed Nasdaq orders, consistent with the fictitious nature of the Baiting Orders. 

78. The Baiting Orders successfully induced the entry of sell orders from other market 

participants, driving the price of PHUN shares downward. At 09:31: 10.819250, Defendant took 

advantage of this artificial downward pressure and executed Executing Purchases to buy a total of 

440 shares, at a price of $4.10 per share, which was below the prevailing best offer of $4.11 per 

share. 

79. Defendant immediately began to cancel the artificial supply injected by these 

Baiting Orders within 167 microseconds of its Executing Purchases. By 09:33:10.819250, 

Defendant had cancelled the artificial supply injected by all of its Baiting Orders, eliminating the 

artificial sell-side imbalance that it falsely conveyed and injected into the market through its 

Baiting Orders. 

80. Notably, in order to hide its spoofing activity, Defendant parked these Baiting 

Orders behind orders placed by other unsuspecting traders. For example, at 09:14:50.918999368, 

before Defendant had placed a single Baiting Order, Two Sigma Securities, LLC placed an order 

to sell 100 shares at $5.28 per share, a better price than many of the Baiting Orders placed by 

Defendant. Two Sigma Securities, LLC did not cancel that order until the end of the trading day 

at 16:00:02.602535639, consistent with the bona fide nature of the sell order. By contrast, 

Defendant rapidly cancelled all of its Baiting Orders after purchasing PHUN shares at an 

artificially depressed price. 
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81. Defendant sold PHUN shares both before and after this Executing Purchase, which 

enabled it to convert profits from its spoofing activity to cash regardless of whether the Executing 

Purchases established a long position in PHUN shares or were used to close out a previously 

established short position in PHUN shares. Specifically, Defendant sold 5 shares at a price of $4.30 

per share at 15:54:50 on November 08, 2021, after the Executing Purchase, which would have 

generated a return of 4.878049% on its Executing Purchases at the artificially depressed price of 

$4.10 per share. Defendant also sold 47 shares at a price of $4.22 per share at 16:00:00 on 

November 05, 2021, prior to the Executing Purchase, which would have generated a return of 

2.926829% if that sale created a short position that was closed out by the Executing Purchases at 

the artificially depressed price of $4.10 per share. 

6. Example Episode: March 15, 2023 at 09:30:20. 706990 

82. On March 15, 2023 at 09:30:10.742295128, the national best bid and offer for 

PHUN stock was a bid to purchase 6 shares at a price of $0.77 per share and an offer to sell 33 

shares at a price of $0.771 per share. 

83. From 09:28:20.706990 to 09:30:20.706990, Defendant placed 82,549 shares of 

Baiting Orders at prices ranging from $288.00 to $0.771 per share. As of 09:30:20.706990, the 

submission of these Baiting Orders left Defendant with an imbalanced order book position among 

attributed Nasdaq orders. As calculated by Plaintiff, this order book position consisted of bids to 

purchase 876 shares at prices ranging from $0.532 per share to $0. 77 per share, and an offer to sell 

82,549 shares at prices ranging from $0.771 per share to $2.50 per share. 

84. Between 09:30:20.706990 and 09:32:20.706990, Defendant did not sell any shares 

of PHUN in attributed orders, consistent with the fictitious nature of the Baiting Orders. 

85. The Baiting Orders successfully induced the entry of sell orders from other market 
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participants, driving the price of PHUN shares downward. At 09:30:20.706990, Defendant took 

advantage of this artificial downward pressure and executed Executing Purchases to buy a total of 

167 shares, at a price of $0. 77 per share, which was below the prevailing best offer of $0. 771 per 

share. 

86. Defendant immediately began to cancel the artificial supply injected by these 

Baiting Orders within 59.54329 seconds. By 09:32:20.706990, Defendant had cancelled the 

artificial supply injected by all of its Baiting Orders, eliminating the artificial sell-side imbalance 

it falsely conveyed and injected into the market through its Baiting Orders. 

87. Notably, in order to hide its spoofing activity, Defendant parked these Baiting 

Orders behind orders placed by other unsuspecting traders. For example, at 09:30:01.385845217, 

before Defendant had placed a single Baiting Order, Flow Traders U.S. LLC placed an order to 

sell 100 shares at $0.7942 per share, a better price than many of the Baiting Orders placed by 

Defendant. Flow Traders U.S. LLC did not cancel that order until over 15 minutes later at 

09:47:37.301284608, consistent with the bona.fide nature of the sell order. By contrast, Defendant 

rapidly cancelled all of its Baiting Orders after purchasing PHUN shares at an artificially depressed 

pnce. 

88. Defendant sold PHUN shares both before and after this Executing Purchase, which 

enabled it to convert profits from its spoofing activity to cash regardless of whether the Executing 

Purchases established a long position in PHUN shares or were used to close out a previously 

established short position in PHUN shares. Specifically, Defendant sold 100 shares at a price of 

$0.7799 per share at 15:55:00 on March 17, 2023, after the Executing Purchase, which would have 

generated a return of 1.285714% on its Executing Purchases at the artificially depressed price of 

$0.77 per share. Defendant also sold 60 shares at a price of $0.93 per share at 15:59:37 on March 
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06, 2023, prior to the Executing Purchase, which would have generated a return of 20.77922% if 

that sale created a short position that was closed out by the Executing Purchases at the artificially 

depressed price of $0.77 per share. 

C. Defendant Intentionallv Hid Its Manipulative Spoofing Scheme 

89. As described above, the manipulative process of spoofing requires that the true 

intent of the spoofer be hidden from the rest of the market. If other market participants knew that 

Baiting Orders were not bona fide orders but were instead entered solely to induce other traders to 

move the price of the stock, those other traders would naturally ignore the Baiting Orders when 

making trading decisions. 

90. Defendant intentionally hid its manipulative spoofing scheme in order to achieve 

its illegal and improper goal of depressing the price of PHUN shares, and its success m 

manipulating that price demonstrates that its spoofing activity was concealed from the market. 

D. Defendant's Transactions In PHUN Are Not Legitimate Market Making 
Activity 

91. A market maker on Nasdaq is a broker-dealer that maintains firm bid and offer 

prices in a given stock by standing ready at all times to buy or sell round lots of that stock at 

publicly-quoted prices. 11 A Nasdaq market maker fulfills this obligation by entering quotations in 

the Nasdaq Market Center to buy and sell such security for its own account on a regular and 

continuous basis. 12 

92. Broker-dealers are registered as market makers on Nasdaq with respect to one or 

11 Nasdaq Website, available at https://www. asdaq.com/glossaiy/m/market-maker (last visited 
July 25, 2023). 
12 Listing Center, Nasdaq Website, available at 
https :/ /listing center.Nasdaq .com/rulebook/N asdaq/rules/N asdaq%205000%20 eries/market%20 
maker/EQUALS/-#-position (last visited July 25, 2023). 
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more particular securities, and under FINRA and SEC rules, are only considered to be "market 

makers" in the securities for which they are registered. 13 

93. Nasdaq rules require that a market maker "engage in a course of dealings for its 

own account to assist in the maintenance, insofar as reasonably practicable, of fair and orderly 

markets."14 In fulfilling this obligation, Nasdaq requires that a market maker "enter and maintain 

a two-sided trading interest that is identified to the Exchange as the interest meeting the obligation 

and is displayed in the Exchange's quotation montage at all times."15 

94. These rules reflect the principle that a market maker ordinarily seeks to maintain a 

flat inventory position - or purchases and sales of stock in roughly comparable amounts - to 

provide liquidity to customers or other broker-dealers and to avoid placing a directional bet on the 

stock price. As Defendant itself wrote in a comment letter to the Securities and Exchange 

Commission: 

If the Commission wishes to distinguish between legitimate market
making transactions and other transactions that are for proprietary, 
speculative purposes, one way may be to look at how the broker
dealer in fact behaves. A market-maker, as is well known, tends to 
stay "flat" whenever possible because it makes its money by 
profiting from spreads, not from taking a directionally biased 
position at market risk. 16 

13 FINRA Website, available at https ://www.fmra .org/ruJes-guidance/ru1ebooks/fima-rules/6320b 
(last visited July 25, 2023). 
14 Nasdaq Rule 5, available at 
https://1istingcenter.nasdaq.com/rulebook/nasdaq/rules/Nasdaq%20Equity%202 (last visited July 
25, 2023). 
15 Id. Moreover, "[a]fter an execution against its Two-Sided Obligation, a Nasdaq Market Maker 
must ensure that additional trading interest exists in the Exchange to satisfy its Two-Sided 
Obligation either by immediately entering new interest to comply with this obligation to maintain 
continuous two-sided quotations or by identifying existing interest on the Exchange book that will 
satisfy this obligation." 
16 Comment Letter re: Proposed Regulation SHO; File No. S7-23-03 by J.P. Morgan Securities 
Inc. and UBS Securities LLC (Jan. 30, 2004), available at 
https://www.sec.go /ru l.es/proposed/s72303/jpmorgan013004.htm. (last visited July 25, 2023). 
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For this reason, following a purchase of stock, one would expect a market maker engaging in bona 

fide market making activities to price sell-side orders of the stock aggressively to flatten its 

inventory position. By contrast, an asymmetry in order cancellation rates involving the stock is 

inconsistent with bona fide market making activities. 

95. This is, in fact, how Defendant itself behaved when serving as a market maker in 

highly liquid securities that are not amenable to the sort of manipulation observed in PHUN. For 

example, when executing purchases in the popular exchange-traded fund QQQ in December 2022, 

Defendant priced its sell-side orders, on median, 97.96% as aggressive as the most aggressively 

priced sell orders on the Nasdaq order book. This sort of aggressive pricing in order, in Defendant's 

own words, to "stay flat whenever possible," is exactly what one would expect of a market maker. 

96. But that is not how Defendant behaved when trading in PHUN shares. Plaintiff has 

reviewed all of Defendant's deanonymized Nasdaq order flow and executions in PHUN shares 

during the Relevant Period. Under Nasdaq rules, orders placed pursuant to a market maker's 

obligation to maintain "fair and orderly markets" must be deanonymized and attributable to the 

market maker. 

97. After spoofed Executing Purchases in PHUN shares, Defendant's most aggressive 

sell-side orders were, on median, 86.67% as aggressive as the most aggressively priced sell orders 

on the Nasdaq order book. That is, Defendant's sell-side orders after purchasing PHUN shares 

were 11% less aggressive than when engaged in ordinary market making. That relative passivity 

in pricing sell-side orders after spoofed Executing Purchases is consistent with Defendant using 

sell-side orders to maintain downward pressure on the share price rather than seeking to 

aggressively flatten their inventory as in bona fide market making. 

98. Further evidence that Defendant was not acting as a bona fide market maker in 
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connection with its unlawful spoofing activity is demonstrated by comparing the aggressiveness 

of its sell side order pricing following non-spoofed purchases. Following these purchases, 

Defendant priced its sell-side orders, on median, 99.08% as aggressive as the most aggressively 

priced sell orders on the Nasdaq order book. Thus, Defendant's behavior when spoofing the shares 

of PHUN was fundamentally different from how it behaved when engaging in bona fide market 

making. 

E. 

99. 

Defendant Acted With Scienter 

Based on the alleged facts herein, Defendant acted with scienter. Defendant 

knowingly or with severe recklessness engaged in unlawful conduct intended to-and in fact did

deceive, manipulate, or defraud the market for PHUN shares and participants in that market, 

including Plaintiff. 

100. First, that Defendant specifically designed and implemented algorithmic trading 

programs to execute its spoofing schemes is indicative of its scienter. Its algorithms were 

programmed to, and did, generate trading patterns that involved the placement and cancellation of 

tens of millions of Baiting Orders to sell in the Limit Order Book that were never intended to be 

executed during the Relevant Period. Moreover, Defendant-which is a sophisticated entity 

utilizing cutting edge technology-closely monitored, modeled, and analyzed the performance, 

impact, and effects of its algorithmic trading programs throughout the Relevant Period, including 

the spoofing pattern which the algorithm executed again and again on PHUN stock during the 

Relevant Period with similar effects each time. 

101. Second, that Defendant's trading activities were approved by corporate officials 

sufficiently knowledgeable about the trading practices of Defendant such that Defendant knew that 

it was engaging in illegal spoofing is indicative of its scienter. 
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102. Third, that as a registered broker-dealer, Defendant knew and/or was required to 

know that it was unlawful to place Baiting Orders to sell in a Limit Order Book that were never 

intended to be executed in order to trick market participants into selling shares of PHUN stock is 

indicative of its scienter. Indeed, UBS's website states that "[w]hen using or interacting with UBS 

as broker-dealer with respect to a transaction, clients must not" engage in activities prohibited by 

securities, which expressly include "non-bona fide activities to induce others to trade, ... spoofing, 

[and] layering."17 

103. Fourth, that Defendant was obligated to and certified in its FINRA Report 3130s 

that it, in fact did, monitor, detect, and prevent manipulative or fraudulent trading is indicative of 

its scienter. As a registered broker-dealer, Defendant was required, pursuant to FINRA Rule 2020, 

to have internal policies, procedures and systems that detected and prohibited manipulative or 

fraudulent trading devices or schemes, and pursuant to FINRA Rules 5210, Supplementary 

Material .02; Rule 1220 and Exchange Rule 575, Disruptive Practices Prohibited, to detect and 

prevent manipulative or fraudulent trading that originated from algorithmic high-speed trading 

under the supervision and control of its firm. Indeed, during the Relevant Period, Defendant filed 

an "Annual Certification of Compliance and Supervisory Processes," pursuant to FINRA Report 

3130, in which it confirmed that it: 

(A) establish[ ed], maintain[ ed] and review[ ed] policies and procedures 
reasonably designed to achieve compliance with applicable FINRA rules, 
Municipal Securities Rulemaking Board ("MSRB") rules and federal securities 
laws and regulations; (B) modif[ied] such policies and procedures as business, 
regulatory and legislative changes and events dictate; and (C) test[ ed] the 
effectiveness of such policies and procedures on a periodic basis, the timing and 
extent of which is reasonably designed to ensure continuing compliance with 
FINRA rules, MSRB rules and federal securities laws and regulations. 

17 UBS website, available at https://www.ubs.com/2Jobal/en/investment-bank/us-broker
dealer/order-handling-retail.html (last visited July 25, 2023). 
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104. Fifth, that Defendant was less likely to aggressively price sell orders after spoofed 

Executing Purchases as compared to non-spoofed purchases is inconsistent with bona fide market 

making and is indicative of Defendant's scienter. This is particularly true given that Defendant 

acted aggressively in pricing sell orders, in other securities during the same time period, 

demonstrating that it knew how to engage in true market making, despite not doing so in PHUN. 

105. Sixth, that Defendant "parked" its Baiting Orders behind bona fide sell orders by 

other market participants demonstrates that Defendant was not engaging in legitimate market 

activity and is indicative of Defendant's scienter. Parking involves placing Baiting Orders to sell 

behind bona fide sell orders placed by other unsuspecting traders. These bona fide orders serve as 

a barrier between ordinary demand for the security and the Baiting Orders, making it less likely 

that the Baiting Orders will execute in orders to purchase the security placed by other market 

participants. By parking the Baiting Orders, Defendant ensured that those Baiting Orders were 

extraordinarily unlikely to be executed, and thus shows that Defendant never intended for its 

Baiting Orders to be executed. 

106. Seventh, that Defendant's Baiting Orders frequently left Defendant with an 

imbalanced order book position favoring the sell side is indicative of Defendant's scienter. Despite 

these imbalanced order book positions, Defendant often did not sell any shares of PHUN after 

posting the Baiting Orders. This is consistent with the fictitious nature of the Baiting Orders and 

indicates that Defendant never intended to execute any of its numerous Baiting Orders; instead, 

Defendant placed the Baiting Orders in order to create artificial selling pressure and induce other 

market participants to submit additional sell orders, and thus artificially drive down the price of 

PHUN shares. This behavior is contrary to the behavior of an ordinary trader who buys when it 

thinks the price of a security is likely to go higher and sells when it thinks the price of a security 
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will go lower, and thus rarely, if ever, develops such an imbalance that never get executed. 

107. Eighth, that there was a short time period between the placement and cancellation 

of its Baiting Orders is indicative of Defendant's scienter. Following each spoofed Executing 

Purchase, Defendant placed and then cancelled the Baiting Orders within seconds, and at times 

microseconds and milliseconds. This practice, which occurred over one thousand times during the 

Relevant Period, indicates that Defendant never intended to execute the Baiting Orders. 

108. Ninth, the concentration of cancelled Baiting Orders during the limited period 

when each spoofing event occurred is indicative of Defendant's scienter. Following each spoofed 

Executing Purchase, Defendant cancelled all of the Baiting Orders, sometimes amounting to 

millions of sell-side shares in a matter of seconds and sometimes milliseconds, all of which had 

been placed by Defendant at most mere minutes earlier. 

109. Tenth, the size of the Baiting Orders that were cancelled, in comparison to the size 

of bona-fide sell-side orders that were executed by Defendant is indicative of Defendant's scienter. 

Prior to each spoofed Executing Purchase, Defendant placed and subsequently cancelled a median 

of 9,862 shares in Baiting Orders while according to available data executed a median of 3 shares 

in sell-side orders. The stark contrast between the share volume of Baiting Orders and executed 

sell-side orders is additional and further indication that Defendant was manipulating the market by 

using Baiting Orders as tools to generate artificial prices, rather than making a genuine attempt to 

sell PHUN shares. 

110. Eleventh, the ratio of Defendant's cancelled Baiting Orders compared to 

Defendant's executed bona fide orders to sell is indicative of Defendant's sci enter. Prior to each 

spoofed Executing Purchase, Defendant placed and subsequently cancelled a median of9,862 sell

side shares in Baiting Orders while, according to data available to Plaintiff, executed a median of 
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3 shares in sell-side orders. An extremely high sell-side cancellation rate, such as the 99.97% here, 

is a strong indication that Defendant never intended to execute those Baiting Orders. 

111. Twelfth, the size of Defendant's executed sell-side orders compared to the size of 

Defendant's Executing Purchases is indicative of Defendant's scienter. On median, Defendant 

executed 100 shares in each Executing Purchase, while in contrast Defendant executed 3 shares in 

sell-side orders in attributed Nasdaq orders in the minute following those purchases. The stark 

contrast between the share volume of Defendant's Executing Purchases and Defendant's sell-side 

executions is additional and further indication that Defendant was manipulating the market by 

using Baiting Orders as tools to generate artificial prices at which to execute spoofed purchases at 

favorable prices. 

112. Thirteenth, the ratio of Defendant's executed sell-side orders compared to 

Defendant's Executing Purchases is indicative of Defendant's scienter. On median, Defendant 

executed 100 shares in each Executing Purchase, while in contrast Defendant executed 3 shares in 

sell-side orders in attributed Nasdaq orders in the minute following those purchases. A lopsided 

ratio, such as 100-to-3 as here, is additional and further indication that Defendant never intended 

to execute its Baiting Orders to sell. 

113. Fourteenth, that Defendant placed tens of millions of Baiting Orders and purchased 

hundreds of thousands of PHUN shares at spoofed prices during the Relevant Period, and often 

multiple episodes per trading day, is indicative of Defendant's scienter. The repetition of this 

pattern of placing fictitious Baiting Orders which created artificial prices, Executing Purchases at 

the artificial prices, and then cancelling all of the Baiting Orders, is indicative of Defendant's 

scienter. 

114. Fifteenth, that Defendant's behavior resulted in asymmetric order cancellation 
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rates is inconsistent with bona fide market-making and is indicative of Defendant's scienter. Over 

Cancellation Periods, on average, Defendant cancelled 81 % of the sell-side orders created during 

Baiting Periods, but only 64% of the buy-side orders created during Baiting Periods. 

115. Sixteenth, that there is an extremely low statistical likelihood that the price 

variations for each of the Spoofing Episodes occurred naturally is indicative of Defendant's 

scienter. The market impact of these Spoofing Episodes was material and statistically significant. 

116. Finally, that Defendant had a strong motive to spoof the shares of PHUN stock and 

engage in its manipulative scheme is indicative of Defendant's scienter. By manipulating down 

the share price of PHUN, Defendant was able to make at least hundreds of millions in aggregate 

profits by purchasing tens of millions of shares of PHUN at artificially depressed prices. 

F. Loss Causation And Standing 

117. Plaintiff sold over 34 million shares of PHUN stock in hundreds of distinct 

transactions at share prices artificially depressed by Defendant's manipulative spoofing during and 

following the Relevant Period, including as late as April 27, 2023. A table listing each transaction 

in which Plaintiff sold shares of stock over the Relevant Period is attached as Exhibit 2. 

118. On numerous occasions during the Relevant Period, Plaintiff sold shares of PHUN 

stock in intraday executions which occurred seconds and minutes after Defendant's unlawful 

spoofing activity, such that an artificial decline in the share price immediately prior to the sale 

caused Plaintiff to suffer losses. A list of these intraday executions is given in the chart below. 18 

Date 

10/21/21 

10/21/21 

Spoof Time I Executing Time of 
(Executin Purchase Sale b Plaintiff 

15:55:46.648149 17:43:48.891144 

15:56:26.753123 17:43:48.891144 

Difference in 
Minutes 
108.04 

107.37 

18 This chart of order executions reflects the exact time at which specific sales of PHUN stock 
were executed. They are thus subsumed within the blocks of sales of shares listed in Exhibit 2. 
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10/21/21 15:56:58.387656 17:43:48.891144 106.84 

10/26/21 09:30:01.123261 09:33:24.670265 3.39 

10/26/21 09:30:01.133721 09:33:24.670265 3.39 

10/26/21 I 09:30:01.133737 09:33:24.670265 3.39 

10/26/21 09:30:01.134776 09:33:24.670265 3.39 
-------1 

10/26/21 09:30:01.152920 09:33 :24.670265 3.39 

10/26/21 09:30:01.152942 09:33 :24.670265 3.39 I 

I 10/26/21 I 09:30:01.154146 09:33:24.670265 3.39 

10126121 I 09:30:01.154164 09:33:24.670265 I 3.39 

10/26/21 09:30:01.179301 09:33:24.670265 3.39 

10/26/21 09:30:01.183063 09:33:24.670265 I 3.39 -
l 

10/26/21 : 09:30:01.191782 09:33:24.670265 I 3.39 I 

l 10/26/21 09:30:01.201872 09:33:24.670265 3.39 • 
~ - - ----, 

10/26/21 09:30:01.204190 09:33:24.670265 3.39 

1 10/26/21 09:30:01.212080 09:33:24.670265 3.39 

10/26/21 09:30:01.216473 09:33:24.670265 3.39 ' : -· 
10/26/21 09:30:01.216490 09:33 :24.670265 3.39 

10/26/21 09:30:01.216517 09:33 :24.670265 I 3.39 

10/26/21 09:30:01.327084 09:33:24.670265 
I 

3.39 
I -

10/26/21 09:30:01.341409 09:33:24.670265 3.39 

10/26/21 09:30:01.350919 09:33:24.670265 3.39 

10126121 I 09:30:01.351191 09:33:24.670265 3.39 

10/26/21 l 09:30:01.354481 09:33 :24.670265 3.39 - - -10/26/21 09:30:01.356463 09:33:24.670265 3.39 

10/26/21 09:30:04.386483 09:33:24.670265 I 3.34 

10/26/21 09:30:04.418685 _I 09:33:24.670265 3.34 

10/26/21 09:30:04.427208 09:33 :24.670265 3.34 

10/26/21 09:30:08.012528 09:33:24.670265 3.28 

10/26/21 09:30:08.013923 09:33 :24.670265 3.28 

10/26/21 09:30:08.014400 09:33 :24.670265 3.28 

10/26/21 09:30:08.014758 09:33:24.670265 3.28 ' -- -1 

10126121 I 09:30:10.318990 09:33:24.670265 3.24 

10/26/21 I 09:30:10.348146 09:33 :24.670265 3.24 

10/27/21 09:30:36.323726 09:35:07.874912 4.53 

10/27/21 09:30:36.358186 09:35:07.874912 4.53 

119. Defendant's fraudulent trading activities had both a temporary and long-term 
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adverse effect on the market price of PHUN stock. The artificially depressed price of a Spoofing 

Episode may generally not fully recover to the price that existed prior to the Spoofing Episode. 

When spoofing events occur continuously throughout the day and continue without interruption 

over a protracted period of time, the long-term cumulative effect of spoofing places enormous 

downward pressure on the market price of a security, which is persistent and long-lasting. 19 

120. The impact of this spoofing activity extended beyond the specific spoofing cycle 

(i.e., orders, trades, and cancellations) because the market neither immediately nor fully rebounded 

from the manipulated prices once each of the Spoofing Episodes was completed. 

121. Because the price impact of Defendant's spoofing activity was not limited to the 

time period immediately following the Baiting Orders, the prices at which Plaintiff sold its stock 

throughout the entire Relevant Period were negatively affected by Defendant's spoofing that 

occurred prior to Plaintiffs sales, regardless of how much time elapsed from a spoof to sale. 

122. While each Spoofing Episode had a small negative impact on the price of PHUN 

shares, the placement and cancellation of Baiting Orders throughout the Relevant Period had the 

cumulative effect of driving PHUN' s share price down during the Relevant Period. 

123. Defendant's wrongful conduct proximately caused Plaintiffs losses that Plaintiff 

suffered when the market price of PHUN shares was being driven downward. 

VI. THE MARKET FOR PHUN WAS EFFICIENT DURING THE RELEVANT 
PERIOD 

124. During the Relevant Period, the market for PHUN was an efficient market for the 

19 Whether the prevailing market sentiment towards PHUN at any particular moment was trending 
in a positive or negative direction does not alter the fact that the Defendant's spoofing caused a 
negative impact on the price of PHUN shares, depressing the price from what it would have been 
in an unmanipulated market. Whether the market was reacting at any particular instant to positive 
or negative news regarding PHUN, the market price of its stock was lower than it would have been 
throughout the Relevant Period absent Defendant's manipulative conduct. 
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following reasons, among others: 

a. As a regulated issuer, PHUN filed periodic public reports with the SEC; 

b. PHUN shares traded on Nasdaq; 

c. PHUN shares traded at high weekly trading volumes; 

d. PHUN filed registration statements with the SEC on Form S-3; 

e. The market reacted promptly to public information disseminated by PHUN; 

f. PHUN regularly communicated with public investors via established market 

communication mechanisms, including regular disseminations of press releases 

on the national circuits of major newswire services and other public disclosures, 

such as communications with the financial press and other similar reporting 

services; and 

g. PHUN was regularly covered throughout the Relevant Period by financial 

analysts, including HC Wainwright, Roth Capital, Taglich Brothers and 

Ascendiant, as well as in the financial news. 

125. As a result of the foregoing, the market for PHUN's shares promptly digested 

current information regarding PHUN from all publicly available sources and reflected such 

information in the price of PHUN's shares. 

VII. CLAIMS FOR RELIEF 

A. First Claim for Relief for Spoofing in Violation of Section lO(b) of the 
Exchange Act of 1934 and Rule 10b-5(a) and (c) Promulgated Thereunder 

126. Plaintiff incorporates by reference paragraphs 1 through 125 as if more fully set 

forth herein. 

127. During the Relevant Period, Defendant engaged in and employed devices, schemes, 

illegal acts, practices, and courses of conduct, that were intended to manipulate the market price 
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of PHUN shares that were listed and traded on Nasdaq, and which operated as a fraud and deceit 

upon Plaintiff. 

128. As a direct and proximate result of Defendant's wrongful conduct, Plaintiff suffered 

damages in that it sold PHUN shares at manipulative prices, in reliance on an assumption of an 

efficient market free of manipulation. Plaintiff would not have sold shares at the prices sold if it 

had been aware of Defendant's manipulative and otherwise wrongful conduct that artificially and 

negatively affected the prices of PHUN shares. 

B. Second Claim for Relief for Spoofing in Violation of Section 9(a)(2) of The 
Securities Exchange Act of 1934 

129. Plaintiff incorporates by reference paragraphs 1 through 125 as if more fully set 

forth herein. 

130. Based upon the conduct described above, Defendant's manipulative scheme 

violated Section 9(a)(2) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, which makes it unlawful to engage 

in a series of manipulative transactions "in any security . . . creating actual or apparent active 

trading in such security, or raising or depressing the price of such security, for the purpose of 

inducing the purchase or sale of such security by others." 

131. By reason of the conduct described above, Defendant directly used the mails, or 

instrumentalities of interstate commerce, or a facility of a national securities exchange, to effect 

alone or with one or more other persons, a series of transactions in PHUN shares that created actual 

or apparent trading in such securities or raising or depressing the price of such securities for the 

purpose of inducing the purchase or sale of such securities by others, engaged in the market 

manipulation strategy of spoofing which artificially affected the prices of PHUN shares that 

Plaintiff sold. 

132. Defendant's conscious misbehavior or recklessness artificially affected the price of 
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PHUN shares that Plaintiff sold during the Relevant Period. Plaintiffs financial injuries would not 

have been as extensive but for the Defendant's conscious misbehavior or recklessness. 

C. Third Claim for Relief for New York Common Law Fraud 

133. Plaintiff incorporates by reference paragraphs 1 through 125 as if more fully set 

forth herein. 

134. By placing and then cancelling Baiting Orders in its abusive spoofing scheme, 

Defendant knowingly or recklessly injected into the market false and misleading information 

concerning the fake supply of PHUN shares that appeared available for trading. This interfered 

with the natural market forces of supply and demand and artificially drove the price of the shares 

downward. When Plaintiff sold its PHUN shares during the Relevant Period, it suffered damages 

that were directly and proximately caused by Defendant's fraud. 

13 5. When Plaintiff sold its PHUN shares during the Relevant Period, it did not possess 

any specific facts demonstrating that the market price of PHUN stock was being manipulated and 

therefore, it relied on the efficiency of the market that had been unlawfully manipulated it suffered 

damages that were directly and proximately caused by Defendant's fraud. As a result, Plaintiff 

suffered financial losses that were directly and proximately caused by the Defendant's fraud. 

D. Fourth Claim for Injunctive Relief 

136. Plaintiff incorporates by reference paragraphs 1 through 125 as if more fully set 

forth herein. 

13 7. Plaintiff seeks to permanently enjoin Defendant from engaging in spoofing conduct 

that affects the PHUN share price. Defendant's actions identified herein have caused, continue to 

cause, and will cause future permanent and irreparable harm to Plaintiff. 

138. The balance of the equities favors an injunction to prevent Defendant from 
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continuing to spoof PHUN stock. The hann to Plaintiff is significant. In contrast, the potential 

hann to Defendant of an injunction is insignificant; Defendant would merely be required to halt 

its illegal activity. Thus, the public interest is best served by enjoining Defendant's spoofing 

behavior. 

139. As noted throughout this Complaint, it is extremely likely that Plaintiff will succeed 

on the merits in this case. All evidence to be presented, including trading records and Defendant's 

own trading algorithms, will support the position that Defendant was manipulating the PHUN 

share price through spoofing. 

140. As such, this Court should enter a permanent injunction enjoining Defendant from 

engaging in spoofing activities and any other illegal manipulative conduct that affects the PHUN 

share price. 

VIII. PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff respectfully requests that this Court enter a judgment: 

A. Finding that Defendant violated the federal securities and New York state laws as 

alleged in this Complaint; 

B. Ordering Defendant to pay damages as a result of its unlawful conduct in an amount 

to be determined at trial; 

C. Ordering permanent injunctive relief as described herein; 

D. Awarding reasonable attorneys' fees and costs together with all available pre and 

post judgment interest; and 

IX. 

E. Granting such other and further relief as the Court deems just and appropriate. 

DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 

Pursuant to Rule 38 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, the Plaintiff demands trial by 
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jury in this action of all issues so triable. 

Dated: July 25, 2023 
New York, New York 

Respectfully submitted, 

By: Laura H Posner 
Laura H. Posner 
Michael B. Eisenkraft 
COHEN MILSTEIN SELLERS & TOLL PLLC 
88 Pine Street, 14th Floor 
New York, New York 10005 
Tel: (212) 838-7797 
Fax: (212) 838-7745 
lposner@cohenmilstein.com 
meisenk.raft@coherunilstein .com 

Raymond M. Sarola (RS1010) 
Cohen Milstein Sellers & Toll PLLC 
100 N. 18th Street, Suite 1820 
Philadelphia, PA 19103 
Tel: (267) 4 79-5700 
Fax: (267) 479-5701 
rsarola@cohenmi!stein.com 

Counsel for Plaintiff 
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